Orcan Energy AG

Shape the Future – Implement Energy Efficiency

As world energy consumption skyrockets, we are continually challenged to create sustainable and affordable new energy resources. At Orcan Energy AG, an affiliate of the Technical University of Munich, we have assumed the task of developing viable energy alternatives to meet tomorrow’s needs. Our pioneering development generates energy simply by using a so far untapped and CO2-neutral source with huge potential for the society: Waste Heat!

Electrical Engineer and/or Energy Technician (m/f/d)

Your future tasks:

- You will be technically in charge of electrical and electro-technical components of our ORC-products.
- You will carry out development projects, i.e. defining assembly groups by considering design-to-cost concepts and getting those ready for mass production.
- You will be taking the responsibility regarding selection of and coordination with sub-suppliers of power electronics (construction layout, simulation, testing, type approval of electronic circuits).
- You will be coordinating and supporting the development of our power electronic assembly groups regarding feed-in the public and industrial power supply networks.
- Due to your sound professional experience you are supporting the Orcan product development team regarding standard specifications and certifications of conformity for our power electronic components.

Qualifications you will need for the job:

- Academic degree as an Electrical Engineer or technical qualification as an Energy Technician with emphasis of power electronics, energy management, drive engineering and/or automation technology.
- Minimum 3 years of professional experience in a technical working environment.
- Profound knowledge regarding power feed-in and circuitry in low potential and medium voltage (LV/MV).
- You are an innovative and agile personality and you know how to turn intellectual approach into relevant solutions.

What to expect at Orcan:

- Start-up atmosphere, free choice of fruits, coffee and soft drinks and an open mindset.
- At Orcan you find your professional home. Don’t miss your chance and become part of our successful team!

Are you interested? If so, then please send your application via e-mail to: career@orcan-energy.com

Orcan Energy AG, Human Resources, Rupert-Mayer-Straße 44, 81379 Munich, Germany

We are looking forward to getting to know you!